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Foreword
"When one person joins, the whole family serves", is a common saying in the military, this includes even the youngest members of the family. Growing up in a military family,
my father was often away for long periods of time. Sometimes we were not sure when he was coming home. I remember asking my mother every day "When will dad be home",
ƖķėɆǂŨƪŒĐɆƖëǈȚɆɁǂķėŝɆǈŨƪɆƖėėɆķļśɆǂëŒŏļŝİɆƢķƎŨƪİķɆƢķėɆİëƢėɁșɆDŨƎɆśėɆëŝĐɆśǈɆƢķƎėėɆƖļĈŒļŝİƖȚɆƢķļƖɆǂëƖɆƖŨśėƢļśėƖɆǁėƎǈɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢȚɆëŝĐɆ$ëĐɆśļƖƖėĐɆśëŝǈɆļśƋŨƎƢëŝƢɆƢķļŝİƖȚɆŒļŏėɆ
birthdays, pet's dying, important sports events, and award ceremonies. Mum tried her best to make up for that, she was a constant, like a lighthouse in a storm. I can still hear
her say: "…and this too shall pass".
ÕķėŝɆ $ëĐɆ ǂëƖɆ ķŨśėȚɆ ėǁėƎǈŨŝėɆ ŏŝėǂɆ ļƢșɆ LėɆ ķëĐɆ ëɆ ǂëǈɆ ŨįɆ ĈƎļŝİļŝİɆ ŨƪƎɆ ĉŨśśƪŝļƢǈɆ ƢŨİėƢķėƎɆ ëŝĐɆ śëŏļŝİɆ ƢķļŝİƖɆ ķëƋƋėŝșɆ ÕķėŝɆ $ëĐɆ ǂëƖɆ ëƎŨƪŝĐȚɆ ķėɆ İŨƢɆ ļŝǁŨŒǁėĐɆ ļŝɆ ƢķėɆ
ŨƎİëŝļƖëƢļŨŝɆŨįɆ©ĉŨƪƢɆëśƋƖȚɆëĐǁėŝƢƪƎėɆƢƎļƋƖɆëŝĐɆĉŨśśƪŝļƢǈɆėǁėŝƢƖșɆLėɆĐļĐɆļƢɆǂļƢķɆśļŒļƢëƎǈɆƋƎėĉļƖļŨŝɆëŝĐɆėǇƢƎëŨƎĐļŝëƎǈɆǙëļƎșɆ$ëĐɆƢëƪİķƢɆśėɆƢķėɆǁëŒƪėɆŨįɆĈėļŝİɆĈƎëǁėȚɆŒļǁļŝİɆŒļįėɆ
ƢŨɆƢķėɆįƪŒŒėƖƢȚɆëŝĐɆëĈŨƪƢɆėŝĐƪƎëŝĉėɆǂķėŝɆƢķėɆİŨļŝİɆİėƢƖɆƢŨƪİķșɆLėɆļŝƖƢļŒŒėĐɆļŝɆƪƖɆƢķėɆǁëŒƪėɆŨįɆŒŨǈëŒƢǈɆëŝĐɆėǇƋėĉƢėĐɆƪƖɆƢŨɆŒŨŨŏɆëįƢėƎɆŨŝėɆëŝŨƢķėƎșɆ
ƪƖƢƎëŒļëŝɆ$ėįėŝĉėɆDŨƎĉėɆȩ$DȪɆįëśļŒļėƖɆƎėƖėëƎĉķɆëĉŏŝŨǂŒėĐİėɆƢķëƢɆķëǁļŝİɆëɆįëśļŒǈɆśėśĈėƎɆļŝɆƢķėɆ$DɆĉëŝɆļśƋëĉƢɆśëŝǈɆëƖƋėĉƢƖɆŨįɆįëśļŒǈɆŒļįėȚɆļŝĉŒƪĐļŝİɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɂƖɆŝėėĐƖșɆɆ
ƎėĉėŝƢɆƪƖƢƎëŒļëŝɆƖƢƪĐǈɆŨįɆnļŒļƢëƎǈɆDëśļŒļėƖɆįŨƪŝĐɆƢķëƢɆƢķėƎėɆëƎėɆƖŨśėɆļŝĐļĉëƢļŨŝƖɆƢķëƢɆǥȯɆƢŨɆǤǪȯǈėëƎȯŨŒĐɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆŨįɆƖėƎǁļŝİɆśėśĈėƎƖɆėǇķļĈļƢɆśŨƎėɆƋƎŨĈŒėśɆĈėķëǁļŨƪƎƖɆļŝɆ
ĉŨśƋëƎļƖŨŝɆƢŨɆŨƢķėƎɆİƎŨƪƋƖșɆƪƢɆėŝĉŨƪƎëİļŝİŒǈȚɆļƢɆǂëƖɆëŒƖŨɆįŨƪŝĐɆƢķëƢɆįëśļŒǈɆƎėŒëƢļŨŝƖķļƋƖɆǂėƎėɆŨįƢėŝɆƋėƎĉėļǁėĐɆƢŨɆĈėɆƪŝëįįėĉƢėĐɆŨįɆėǁėŝɆƖƢƎėŝİƢķėŝėĐɆĈǈɆ$DɆśėśĈėƎƖɂɆ
military service.
Working as a Primary School Chaplain in Western Australia, I provide pastoral support to students on a range of issues: grief due to the loss of a parent, grandparent or pet,
ĉŨŝǙļĉƢɆëƢɆķŨśėȚɆƢķėɆƖėƋëƎëƢļŨŝɆŨįɆƋëƎėŝƢƖȚɆƋėėƎɆļƖƖƪėƖɆëŝĐɆĈƪŒŒǈļŝİȚɆëŝĐɆƖƪƋƋŨƎƢļŝİɆƖƢƪĐėŝƢƖɆįƎŨśɆśļŒļƢëƎǈɆįëśļŒļėƖșɆ`ŨƪƎŝėǈļŝİɆëŒŨŝİƖļĐėɆëŒŒɆƢķėƖėɆǈŨƪŝİɆƋėŨƋŒėȚɆQɆķėŒƋɆƢķėśɆ
ƋƎŨĉėƖƖɆƢķėļƎɆėǇƋėƎļėŝĉėƖɆëŝĐɆėśŨƢļŨŝƖɆëŝĐɆƋƎëĉƢļƖėɆƖŏļŒŒƖɆƢŨɆśëŝëİėɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢɆėśŨƢļŨŝƖșɆ
¶ŨɆ ƢķļƖɆ ėŝĐȚɆ QɆ ǘŝĐɆ Ɂ$Ɇ ļƖɆ įŨƎɆ $ėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢțɆ ŝŝɆ ƎëƋƖɆ ļƢɆ ƪƋɁɆ ëŝɆ ļŝǁëŒƪëĈŒėɆ ƎėƖŨƪƎĉėɆ ƢŨɆ ƖƪƋƋŨƎƢɆ ǈŨƪŝİɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆ ëįįėĉƢėĐɆ ĈǈɆ ëɆ ƋëƎėŝƢɂƖɆ śļŒļƢëƎǈɆ ƖėƎǁļĉėɆ ëǂëǈɆ įƎŨśɆ ķŨśėșɆ ½ƖļŝİɆ
$,d{Ûn,p¶ɆëƖɆëŝɆëĉƎŨŝǈśȚɆƢķėɆƎėëĐėƎɆļƖɆİƪļĐėĐɆƢķƎŨƪİķɆƢķėɆśļŒļƢëƎǈɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆĉǈĉŒėɆƢķƎŨƪİķɆƢķėɆėǈėƖɆįŨƎɆŝŝȚɆëɆǈŨƪŝİɆİļƎŒɆǂķŨƖėɆįëƢķėƎɆļƖɆļŝɆƢķėɆƪƖƢƎëŒļëŝɆ$ėįėŝĉėɆDŨƎĉėșɆ
ƖɆǂėɆŌŨƪƎŝėǈɆǂļƢķɆŝŝɆƢķƎŨƪİķɆƢķļƖɆėǇƋėƎļėŝĉėȚɆƖķėɆĉŒėëƎŒǈɆėǇƋƎėƖƖėƖɆëŝĐɆĉŨśśƪŝļĉëƢėƖɆķėƎɆėśŨƢļŨŝƖșɆLėƎɆƖėŒįȯëǂëƎėŝėƖƖɆŨįɆƢķėɆĐļįįėƎėŝƢɆëŝĐɆŨįƢėŝɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢɆėśŨƢļŨŝƖɆƢķëƢɆ
accompany military family life makes this book a valuable tool to help children in the early years make sense of what is happening in their world and link the events around
ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆǂļƢķɆƢķėɆėśŨƢļŨŝƖɆƢķėǈɆëƎėɆėǇƋėƎļėŝĉļŝİșɆ
ƖɆëĐƪŒƢƖȚɆǂėɆǂëŝƢɆŨƪƎɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝɆƢŨɆĈėɆķëƋƋǈȚɆķėëŒƢķǈȚɆëŝĐɆƖƪĉĉėƖƖįƪŒșɆÕėɆëƢƢėśƋƢɆƢŨɆėƍƪļƋɆƢķėśɆǂļƢķɆƢķėɆŝėĉėƖƖëƎǈɆƖŏļŒŒƖɆëŝĐɆƖƢƎëƢėİļėƖɆƢŨɆƖķļįƢɆŨƪƢɆŨįɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢɆėśŨƢļŨŝëŒɆƖƋëĉėƖșɆ
This book reminds me that sometimes when the going gets tough, we just need to be there for one another. We are reminded that love holds us together and of the importance
ŨįɆįëśļŒǈɆëŝĐɆƎėŒëƢļŨŝƖķļƋƖșɆQƢɆİļǁėƖɆƢķėɆƎėëĐėƎɆķŨƋėɆĈǈɆƎėśļŝĐļŝİɆƪƖɆƢķëƢɆƢķėɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢɆƢļśėƖɆĐŨɆŝŨƢɆŒëƖƢɆįŨƎėǁėƎɆëŝĐɆƢķëƢɆǂėɆëƎėɆƖƢƎŨŝİėƎɆǂķėŝɆǂėɆǂŨƎŏɆƢŨİėƢķėƎșɆ
Marlize Pretorius
School Chaplain
DŨƎśėƎŒǈɆƋëƎƢɆŨįɆƢķėɆ©ŨƪƢķɆįƎļĉëŝɆƎśǈɆ,ŝİļŝėėƎɆŨƎƋƖɆȩDļėŒĐɆ,ŝİļŝėėƎƖȪ

“Hi, we are here to share this story with you!”

Fefu

Ponk

Loves:
Animals, Games like
hide and seek

Loves:
Growing fruit and
Rock climbing

Zip
Loves:
Baking, Painting, and
Counting numbers

Mush
Loves:
Mini Golf, Sandcastles,
Playing at the park

'D' is also for DIFFICULT
because it is hard to
understand.
But this book will help
you as we explore each
letter.
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D
‘D' is also for DEPLOYMENT,
when adults work away.
It's also for DREAMS.
I dream about Dad when
he goes away.

E
'E' is for EVER, because it
seems to take that long.
It's also for EXTRA, extra
hard to say goodbye.
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P
‘P’ is for PACKING.
I can help with the bags.
It’s also for PRETENDING,
that none of this is real.

L
'L' is for leaving,
on a bus,
a ship or plane.

L
It's also for
LONELY, at first
that's how I feel.

MENU

O
'O' is for OVERSEAS,
where they often
have to go.
It's also for OH no!
Here we go again.
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Y
'Y' is for YES, they really
have to go.
It's also for YEAR, because
it lasts most of that.

M
'M' is for MISERABLE,
the feeling when Dad
leaves.
But it's also for
MATURE, now I'm
learning how to
wait.
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E
'E' is for EXCITED,
when I'm told he's
coming home.
It is also for ECSTATIC
now I'm counting
down the days.

N
'N' is for NIGHT time,
the last sleep is really
here.
It's also for NEVER,
morning never
seems to come.

T
'T' is for terrific,
the day arrives
at last!
It's also for TIME,
to be together
once again.

TIME to hug,
wipe the tears,
have some fun
and settle in
once again.
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TIME is so precious
when we're all
together again.
We want TIME to
stand still, as we
come together and
celebrate.

But TIME marches on
and soon we'll say
that word again.
That word that's
always lurking,
somewhere deep
inside our heads.
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‘D' is for deployment, and
DIGGING (in the sand).
Our family dance around
deployment, inside the
circle of our love.

For love is many things.
Adults use words like this:
Dutiful,
Enduring,
Patient and Protective,
Lasting through the trials of our lives. It's
Optimistic and open,
Yielding,
Mindful and
Embracing
Nurturing and
Truthful and Trusting.

But I use words like this:

Family

Gentle
Caring
Hugs

Dad
Sister
Sharing

Mum
Kind
Kisses
Nana

Friends
Pa
Grandad
Grandma

Working together
Our family pulls
together to help
us share the load.
Deployment means
we work harder
with one of us
away.

Wolves

Lions

s
o
r
e
c
Rhino

Love holds us together
Deployment seems
to test us in every
single way.
But our family becomes
stronger if we persevere
each day.

Now that you have finished the story,
can you find the following things?
How many pictures of backpacks can you find?
How many wheels can you count
(you must be able to see the wheels you count)?
How many times is the word ‘Deployment’ written?
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Which pages have animals in them?
What are the names of these animals?
What are the animals doing?
Which pages in the book have water in them?
e.g. creeks, rivers, beaches, ocean.

How was this research-based eBook written?
The static eBook was written using research data collected with defence families. The overall research project was titled ‘Young
children’s understandings and experiences of parental deployment within an Australian Defence Force (ADF) family’ (Rogers,
2017). The information below and in the next few pages explores research from the eBook, the interactive version of the eBook
and the original research project.
eBook research question
How can the use of a storybook assist children from defence families to build their knowledge and understanding of physical and
cognitive responses to family transitions they experience?
eBook research statement
This digitised eBook was designed to build on children’s knowledge and understanding of:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

word recognition of language within a defence family
the meanings of words related to the deployment cycle
physical and cognitive responses of some children to parental deployment
family transitions within the deployment cycle
ŝëƎƎëƢļǁėƖɆŨįɆƖėƎǁļĉėɆëŝĐɆƖëĉƎļǘĉėɆǂļƢķļŝɆĐėįėŝĉėɆįëśļŒļėƖɆ
various occupations within the defence forces
concepts of overseas deployments to other places with different cultures
protective factors within their family

The eBook was written to provide a springboard for discussion between children and their parents or educators about common
experiences of children within the Australian Defence Force (ADF) families. Seeing other children experience similar situations,
such as meeting up with their parent at the airport reunion, helps to normalise their situation and gives them a sense of belonging
ëŝĐɆ ëİėŝĉǈɆ ëƖɆ ƢķėǈɆ ƖėėɆ ƢķėļƎɆ ŨǂŝɆ ŒļǁėƖɆ ƎėǙėĉƢėĐɆ ļŝɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆ ŒļƢėƎëƢƪƎėșɆ ¶ķėɆ ĈŨŨŏɆ ļƖɆ ëɆ ŒëŝİƪëİėȯĈëƖėĐɆ ƖŏļŒŒɆ ĈƪļŒĐļŝİɆ ĈŨŨŏɆ ƢŨɆ
ƖĉëįįŨŒĐɆ ǂŨƎĐɆ ƎėĉŨİŝļƢļŨŝșɆ ¶ķļƖɆ ļƖɆ ĐėƖļİŝėĐɆ ƢŨɆ ĐėǁėŒŨƋɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆ ŒëŝİƪëİėɆ ëŝĐɆ ƪŝĐėƎƖƢëŝĐļŝİɆ ŨįɆ ƢķėɆ ǁëƎļŨƪƖɆ ƋķëƖėƖɆ ŨįɆ ƢķėɆ
ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆĉǈĉŒėɆȩėșİșɆƋƎėȯĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢȚɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢȚɆƎėȯƪŝļŨŝȚɆƋŨƖƢȯĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢȪșɆ¶ķėɆĈŨŨŏɆƪƖėƖɆĉëƎƢŨŨŝɆĉķëƎëĉƢėƎƖɆĐėƖļİŝėĐɆƢŨɆ
build emotional intelligence as they react emotionally (empathising) with the children (photos of the characters from a real family)
in the book. Physical and cognitive responses to parental deployment are included in the book, to help children and families
understand these responses are common in defence families. Parents and siblings are shown to be sources of support to children
ĐƪƎļŝİɆĐļįǘĉƪŒƢɆƢƎëŝƖļƢļŨŝƖɆëŝĐɆƋƎëĉƢļĉëŒɆǂëǈƖɆƢŨɆĈėĉŨśėɆļŝǁŨŒǁėĐɆļŝɆëƖƖļƖƢļŝİɆŨƢķėƎƖɆǂļƢķļŝɆƢķėɆįëśļŒǈɆëƎėɆĐėśŨŝƖƢƎëƢėĐșɆ

What the literature and research says
¶ķļƖɆ ĈŨŨŏɆ ėǇƋŒŨƎėƖɆ ƢķėśėƖɆ ļĐėŝƢļǘėĐɆ ļŝɆ ƢķėɆ ëƪƢķŨƎȼƖɆ ƢķėƖļƖɆ ėŝƢļƢŒėĐɆ ȻÛŨƪŝİɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆ ƪŝĐėƎƖƢëŝĐļŝİƖɆ ëŝĐɆ ėǇƋėƎļėŝĉėƖɆ ŨįɆ
ĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢɆǂļƢķļŝɆëŝɆƪƖƢƎëŒļëŝɆ$ėįėŝĉėɆDŨƎĉėɆȩ$DȪɆɆįëśļŒǈȼɆȩ¡ŨİėƎƖȚɆǥǣǤǪȪɆƪŝĐėƎƢëŏėŝɆëƢɆƢķėɆ½ŝļǁėƎƖļƢǈɆŨįɆpėǂɆ,ŝİŒëŝĐșɆ
Physical responses to deployment or training
ÕëĐƖǂŨƎƢķɆȩǥǣǤǣȪɆĐėƖĉƎļĈėƖɆëŝɆëƎƎëǈɆŨįɆĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆļŝƢėƎŝëŒļƖėĐɆëŝĐɆėǇƢėƎŝëŒļƖėĐɆƖǈśƋƢŨśƖɆĐƪƎļŝİɆƋëƎėŝƢëŒɆĐėƋŒŨǈśėŝƢșɆ{ƢķėƎƖɆ
ƎėƋŨƎƢɆŨŝɆƢķėɆļŝĉƎėëƖėƖɆļŝɆƋķǈƖļĉëŒɆƖǈśƋƢŨśƖɆŨįɆƖƢƎėƖƖɆƖķŨǂŝɆƢķƎŨƪİķɆƢŨļŒėƢļŝİɆëĉĉļĐėŝƢƖɆëƢɆŝļİķƢȚɆĉŒļŝİļŝėƖƖɆëŝĐɆŨƪƢĈƪƎƖƢƖɆŨįɆ
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Managing transitions
Mogil et al. (2010) and Baber-Rogers (2017) describe the way military families constantly need to accommodate the upheavals
in the family landscape. A positive attitude shown by parents and educators may help children transition quickly into the
adjustment stage of the deployment cycle (Flake, Davis, Johnson, and Middleton, 2009). Family pets may also act as a buffer and
a stable factor in times of change, relocation, hardship and grief (Walsh, 2009) and provide a sense of safety (Rogers, 2017).
According to Tomforde (2015), deployment brings many changes to households, creating an emotional cycle of deployment.
Protective factors
Wadsworth (2010) highlights the importance of building resilience through protective relationships within military families and
ƢķėɆĉŨśśƪŝļƢǈșɆ¶ķėɆĐļįįėƎėŝĉėɆļŝɆļŝĐļǁļĐƪëŒɆëŝĐɆįëśļŒļėƖȼɆƎėƖļŒļėŝĉėɆŒėǁėŒƖɆļƖɆƖļİŝļǘĉëŝƢɆëŝĐɆǁëƎļėƖɆŨǁėƎɆƢļśėșɆëƎėŝƢƖɆĉëŝɆļśƋƎŨǁėɆ
ƢķėļƎɆ ĉķļŒĐƎėŝȼƖɆ ƎėƖļŒļėŝĉėɆ ĈǈɆ śŨĐėŒŒļŝİɆ ėįįėĉƢļǁėɆ ƎėëƖŨŝļŝİȚɆ ĉëŒśŝėƖƖɆ ëŝĐɆ ĉŨŝǘĐėŝĉėɆ ȩÕëĐƖǂŨƎƢķȚɆ ǥǣǤǣȪɆ ëŝĐɆ ĈǈɆ ƎėƖƋŨŝĐļŝİɆ
rather than reacting. The ability of the community to support families will also impact on the outcomes for deployment (Lester &
Flake, 2013; Baber-Rogers, 2017). It is recommended that community health education strategies try to reduce the stigma around
getting help with mental health issues to best support military families (Lester and Flake, 2013).
Narratives
Narratives are a powerful teaching tool for parents, educators and leaders because they are so important to humans (Gottschall,
2012). Many families help their young child learn a short story about where their deployed parent is (Baber, 2016). For example,
‘My Daddy went on a plane. He’s in Africa on deployment. He’s coming home on a plane at Christmas’. These narratives can help
the child understand what is happening and gives the child a feeling of belonging within the ADF community. The stories are also
a persuasive vehicle of the ADF culture (Rogers, 2019). A sense of belonging carries with it the basic ideals of a military family,
ļŝĉŒƪĐļŝİɆ ƖëĉƎļǘĉėȚɆ ƖėƎǁļĉėɆ ëŝĐɆ ƖƢƎėŝİƢķɆ ȩdėƖƢėƎɆ ʁɆ DŒëŏėȚɆ ǥǣǤǦȪșɆ ,ëƎŒǈɆ ĉķļŒĐķŨŨĐɆ ėĐƪĉëƢŨƎƖɆ ëŝĐɆ ŨŒĐėƎɆ ƖļĈŒļŝİƖɆ ëŒƖŨɆ ëƖƖļƖƢɆ ļŝɆ
reinforcing these stories (Baber, 2016). Narratives can also give military families a sense of purpose which can help them survive
the challenges of military life (Brooks, 2011).

The use of technology for learning in early childhood education (interactive version)
Children’s early experiences are now more likely to involve digital devices (Colliver, Hatziganni & Davis, 2019) and these
experiences can have lasting effects on their lives. Through research, the emphasis is now placed on quality over quantity when
it comes to children's digital experiences (Christakis, 2014). Apps that foster children’s learning (e.g. the concept of time and letter
ëǂëƎėŝėƖƖȪɆƎėƖƪŒƢɆļŝɆĐļİļƢëŒɆƢļśėɆķëǁļŝİɆëĐĐėĐɆĈėŝėǘƢƖɆŨƢķėƎɆƢķëŝɆŌƪƖƢɆįƪŝșɆQŝƢėƎëĉƢļŨŝƖɆǂļƢķɆƋëƎėŝƢƖɆëŝĐɆėĐƪĉëƢŨƎƖɆǂķļŒėɆƪƖļŝİɆ
digital devices can increase the children’s learning as well as providing a springboard for conversations and relationship building
between the children and adults (Kervin & Mantei, 2017). This is the case with the interactive version of the eBook ‘D is for
Deployment’. Many deployment concepts common to defence families are presented within the resource (e.g. cultural knowledge
about deployment locations and occupations) that can be discussed while using the app. These can lead to conversations with
family members and educators about these concepts at other times. Providing digital apps (and interactive eBooks) enables
children to explore their own military family culture through a familiar and relevant medium (Rogers, Bird & Sims, 2019).

Interactive eBook research question
How do you build very young children’s knowledge and understanding around various issues within defence families by building
cultural knowledge and learning concepts of time through a web-based digital app that contains educational games, interactive
ëĉƢļǁļƢļėƖɆëŝĐɆëƎƢƖȯĈëƖėĐɆëĉƢļǁļƢļėƖɆƢķëƢɆƎėǙėĉƢɆėëƎŒǈɆĉķļŒĐķŨŨĐɆƋķļŒŨƖŨƋķļėƖȠɆ
Interactive version research statement
This interactive version of an eBook was designed to build on children’s:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

letter and word recognition
ǘŝėɆśŨƢŨƎɆƋƎėȯǂƎļƢļŝİɆƖŏļŒŒƖɆ
knowledge of the cycle of deployment
understanding the language of parental deployment
recognition of the positives aspects of parental deployment
knowledge of ways they can help the family during parental deployment
understanding of what parents might do or where they might go during deployment
cultural knowledge about some of the places parents deploy
understanding of the concepts of time

D is for deployment interactive eBook research question
To do this we utilised early childhood play and learning philosophies to design interactive activities to deepen their understanding
and knowledge of life within a defence family. For example, children are asked to trace the letters of the word ‘deployment’ in a
number of activities, increasing their skills with each example as the scaffolds are slowly removed. Children learn to assist their
parent by helping to pack their bags to go on deployment, utilising positive actions to build resilience. Children learn to recognise
the positive parts of deployment through practical engagement with the extra activities with the at-home parent e.g. the sounds
of visiting the zoo or a concert, or a sleepover with grandparents. To assist children’s understanding of the language of the
deployment cycle, activities such as baking food to be included in a parcel for the parent when they are deployed and preparing
for the reunion with the deployed parent are included. Building children’s knowledge of different places and cultures can help
improve their understanding of where their parent is deployed. This has been encouraged by including activities to help them hear
the sounds of the different places and to draw animals that are native to those regions. To increase concept of time, an activity
creating a personalised calendar to count down the days until the parent arrives home is included.
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